
This area will include the Lego wall and a Lego table as well as the 
imagination playground (building blocks) and the magnetic wall 
machine. We had several Members 
write in comments regarding the safety 
of the marble machine, so the Y&F 
Committee has decided to source a 
new type of machine that will use a 
magnetic wall and possibly ping pong 
balls with similar capabilities. The 
Committee has added an additional 
Magnetic chalk wall for kids to doodle. 

EDUCATIONAL PLAY

YOUTH SURVEY RESULTS
Thank you to the 174 families  who submitted 228 survey forms as part of our Youth Survey over the summer. After 
consolidating all the feedback, we passed it on to our Youth and Family Committee (Y&F Committee) for the their consideration 
and action. Keep reading to find how we’ll be implementing your feedback in The Quad.

Our evergreen games received the highest number of votes out of all 
our offerings. We’ll be including foosball, air hockey, ping pong, and 
a selection of board game. 

The major area of Member feedback for this space was to ensure 
that the equipment the Club purchased was of good quality. Our Y&F 
Committee went to test out equipment personally to ensure our 
standards are met. Members also wrote in a number of suggestions 
for board games. The Committee is consolidating this information 
and will purchase the top ten most requested games for the space. 

EVERGREEN GAMES

GAMING

Gaming was the area where Membership was 
most divided on the outcome. We had many 
write-in comments both for and against gaming. 
The majority of the comments broke down over 
age, with those who have younger children (5 
and under and 6-8 years old) voting against 
screen time / gaming and those who were older 
(9 years or older) or who had older siblings voting 
in favor of screens / gaming. 

The Y&F Committee is conscious of offering 
balance to the entire Membership. The gaming 
area is in the older children’s space on Level B1 
and is not accessible for children under 6 without 
parental supervision. This area will contain 4 PC 
gaming units, 2 Nintendo Switch units, 2 PS4 
units, and 5 arcade machines—Basketball, Mario 
Kart, and  4-player Pac Man. One additional 
arcade machine is being sourced by the 
Committee, as the Transformers game that was 
originally proposed in the survey received 
significantly less votes than the others. 

Children will be able to play games based on the 
game’s age recommendation. As in our existing 
youth space, all of our existing games, as well as 
the new arcade games, will be chargeable. 

OUR Y&F COMMITTEE 
MEMBERS TESTING 

NEW EQUIPMENT 
FOR THE QUAD


